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Gastronomic Lit Sales: Recipe for
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Swann Galleries, New York City
by Jeanne Schinto
Swann Galleries set three auction-price records for books on gastronomy
at two sales, April 3 and 7.
One record was achieved when a dealer paid $192,000 (includes buyer's
premium) for Deipnosophistarum, a work on ancient Greek gastronomy.
Published in early 16th-century Venice, it retains its contemporary
Greek-style binding. The Greek text consists of one book organized into
15 sections that resemble a kind of dinner party conversation. It was
written by Athenaeus, a grammarian and rhetorician. In English the
book is usually called The Deipnosophists. The title is also translated as
Professors at Dinner; Philosophers at Dinner; The Gastronomers; and
The Learned Banquet.
Andrew Dalby, a noted food historian and linguist living near Poitiers,
France, wrote us in an e-mail about the work's signi_cance: "It survived
from antiquity in just one nearly complete copy, a beautiful manuscript
written in Constantinople in the 10th century, which eventually found
its way to the Biblioteca Marciana in Venice. There, in the 16th century,
Marcus Musurus read it and edited the _rst printed text. It's a _ne piece
of printing and one of the landmarks of the revival of classical
scholarship."
About the author, Dalby wrote: "Born in Egypt about 150 A.D.,
Athenaeus was living in Rome when that city was (as he himself says) the
center of the world. Addicted to words, books, and the byways of history,
in The Deipnosophists he indulged himself, and studies of ancient
history and literature are far the richer for it. Athenaeus quotes seven
hundred authors and nearly a thousand texts, and in general he quotes
them accurately: about food, wine, and luxury, about entertainment,
music, and all other imaginable pleasures; about the sexual preferences of
Alexander the Great; about the _ne _sh of the ancient Mediterranean.
Most of the sources he used-plays, poems, memoirs, diet manuals-are
otherwise lost. Often Athenaeus was the last known scholar to use these
rare texts in the libraries of Rome and Alexandria, and they would be
entirely forgotten but for their mention in The Deipnosophists."
This top lot of Swann's $1 million-plus sale of _ne books on April 3 was
deaccessioned by an institution, said Swann senior specialist Christine
von der Linn.
On April 7 as part of a 287-lot sale the auction house sold the Fillin and
Yeh collection of gastronomic literature. The collection, sold in 113 lots,
had been assembled by Walter and Lucille Fillin, then passed down to
descendants. Sales of gastronomic literature aren't common, and food
history continues to grow as an academic discipline, so it was impressive
that nearly all (91%) of the 113 lots found buyers, and the total
($131,782) was well above the presale estimate of $60,700/96,500.
The best of the Fillins' books were 18th- and 19th-century English and
American culinary classics. Their most expensive lot, going to the trade
at $19,200, was a _rst edition of Patrick Lamb's Royal Cookery; or, The
Complete Court-Cook. Published in London in 1710, it is subtitled
Containing the Choicest Recipes in all the particular Branches of
Cookery, Now in Use in the Queen's Palaces. As the catalog states, Lamb
(1650-1708/9) began to work in the royal household as a child. In 1683
he advanced to become royal cook, a post he held until his death. Lamb's
culinary skills were most famously in evidence at extraordinary events like
coronations. Thirty-_ve engraved plates in his posthumously published
book show bills of fare, two of them with a later owner's notes regarding
the seating arrangements of guests at royal dinners in the 1800's.
According to Swann, this volume set the sale's second auction-price
record.
A 19th-century work, Esther Levy's Jewish Cookery Book, made the
third and _nal record when it sold to a dealer for $11,400. Published in
Philadelphia in 1871, it is a _rst edition of America's _rst Jewish
cookbook. Like another notable Jewish cookbook "_rst," the _rst one in
English—The Jewish Manual published by Anonymous (actually, Lady
Judith Cohen Monte_ore) in London in 1846—Levy's book was written
following kosher principles. Each of these books was designed to show
people that kosher entertaining was possible. The food would be just as
tasty and well cooked as non-kosher fare, and many guests would be none
the wiser. Levy's book was published in just this one edition and is very
scarce.
Leaving records aside, consider the multiple lots of 19th- and 20thcentury American charity cookbooks that the Fillins also collected. The
Longone Center for American Culinary Research at the University of
Michigan's Clements Library in Ann Arbor has, among many other
treasures, what is probably the world's best and largest collection of pre1920's examples, as well as numerous later ones-thousands of items in all.
The bulk of them came as part of the donation that Janice Bluestein
Longone and her husband, Daniel, made to found the archive several
years ago. As it happens, Longone, who is the (unpaid) curator of the
archive, has mounted an exhibit of charities at the library, The Old Girl
Network: Charity Cookbooks and the Empowerment of Women. It will
be up until October 3.
Asked about the importance of "charities," as charity cookbooks are
called for short in food-history circles, Longone said, "I consider them to
be the least-used resource for the history of woman and of cooking in
America-both things. When women got together to produce them, men
thought, 'Well, it's only a cookbook, so it isn't going to be dangerous.'
Meanwhile, they raised money for so many causes—sujrage, the
women's temperance league union, college scholarships for women,
homes for the 'friendless,' which were women who had children out of
wedlock, just to name a few."
The ads for women-owned or women-oriented businesses that were
printed in charities are "particularly wonderful," said Longone, citing
ones for tearooms, piano teachers, caterers, teachers of elocution, corset
shops, and milliners. "Many of them may have advertised in these
cookbooks and nowhere else."
A copy of what everyone considers to be America's _rst charity sold at
Swann's for $1020. It was produced to sell at a sanitary fair in
Philadelphia during the Civil War. From that time on, charities began to
be published in great numbers. By the turn of the century, at least one
had been published in nearly every state. In some cases, a charity was the
_rst known cookbook published within the state, e.g., The Kansas Home
Cook-Book, published in Leavenworth in 1874.
Many university or public libraries are now trying to collect all the
charities from their city and/or state. But while some were sold singly at
the sale—such as the earliest Tennessee charity (1875), the earliest one
from Oregon (1885), the only one from the Panama Canal Zone (1910)
—most of the others were sold in big regional group lots. As a result, 17
charities from the West, dating from 1899 to the 1950's, sold for a mere
$720. They included such culturally distant examples as How We Cook
in Colorado (1907), Washington Women's Cook Book (1909), and one
published in Honolulu (1909).
The group of charities that brought the most was another 17-item lot,
from the Midwest, that went at $2640. Yet even Longone doesn't know
which one(s) bidders coveted the most among them. Was it The Pilgrim
Cook Book from Des Moines (1899)? The Cook Book of Left-Overs,
compiled by the More Nurses in Training Movement of Rochelle,
Illinois (1920)? Or one of the examples from De_ance, Ohio; Amboy,
Indiana; Peoria, Illinois; or Paris, Missouri, that are unrecorded by
bibliographers?
The single charity that brought the most of all was The Woman Sujrage
Cook Book...Published in Aid of the Festival and Bazaar by Hattie A.
Burr, published in Boston in 1886. Contributors included Lucy Stone,
Julia Ward Howe, Alice Stone Blackwell, and many other leaders of the
women's rights movement of the day. Estimated at $400/600, it sold for
$1200. "The price is not the least bit surprising," said Longone.
For more information, contact Swann at (212) 254-4710 or see the Web
site (www.swanngalleries.com).
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This sidebar doesn't feature huge prices, but it's important all the same.
Debbie Sprague, 45, of Orangeburg, New York, sells on eBay as
"debsroadtrip." Over a couple of days in early March, she listed two
dozen menus for dinners that took place at one of the famous restaurants
run by the Delmonico family in New York City in the 19th century. The
menus dated from the 1870's through the 1890's. Several of them were
produced by one of the period's society printers, Tijany & Company.
"I typically buy a lot of paper at estate sales," said Sprague. "A few weeks
ago, I went to a sale in a historic home in northern New Jersey. It was
three days. Hundreds and hundreds of people had gone through it before
I got there on the last day, but the house was still packed with stuj. They
never threw anything away. And in the middle of the poor of what must
have once been the living room there was a box of old paper, including
beat-up newspapers—and these menus."
Sprague supposed the box couldn't have been there for the entire sale.
"They must have just uncovered it. Anyway, there it was with a golden
light around it. The box was marked _fty dollars, but because it was the
last day of the sale I got it for half price."
She listed the menus on eBay for $9.95 each. "I knew menus were
collectible, but I had no idea what they would go for." On March 15 the
_rst ones began to realize their _nal values: $52.99, $69.99, $128.52,
$188.50. On the following day, she achieved her best price, $244.50.
That top price was paid by "vwchigh sherij" for a menu that
commemorated an 1884 dinner honoring the executive committee of the
Merchants and Business Men's Cleveland and Hendricks Clubs of the
City of New York. They were, in other words, supporters of Grover
Cleveland and his running mate, Thomas A. Hendricks, the successful
Democratic ticket for the U.S. presidency in that election year. It was not
one of the Tijany examples.
Two that were signed Tijany went to "rkaplan5zbb," noted menu
collector Richard Kaplan of Los Angeles. Each commemorated Chamber
of Commerce dinners in the early 1890's; their prices were $188.50 and
$192.50.
Sprague also sold a couple of choice ones to "fred1946," another menu
collector of note, Henry Voigt of Wilmington, Delaware. In an e-mail
Voigt said he was particularly pleased to win the menu from the banquet
honoring Carl Schurz in 1875. By then the German-born American
statesman (1829-1906), who served as a Union Army general in the Civil
War, had become the _rst German-born American elected to the U.S.
Senate. Voigt paid $128.52 for that one.
When all two dozen menus had been sold, Sprague's tally was $1598.01.
"As a single mother paving my way through life with this business, I want
people in _nancial crisis to know that this is a wonderful way either to
supplement your income or make it your whole income," said Sprague,
who described her business as "full time-plus." "There is so much money
in stuj that isn't obvious, that's not _ne bronze or sterling silver. It's
quirky. I've sold cigar cutters for nine hundred dollars and other weirdlooking things-it's out there."
Asked why she chose "debsroadtrip" as her eBay name, Sprague said,
"Because the whole idea of what I want to do is travel around to obscure
places and buy and sell, and spread the gospel that there's no reason
anybody should have their electricity turned oj or go into foreclosure.
There's always a saving grace, and this business can be it." On top of that,
there's the recycling factor, she added. "It could become the American
way."
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